
TV AIN’T WHAT  
IT USED TO BE
IT’S NOW SO 
MUCH MORE



All 4 is the on demand channel from 4. With an increasing commitment to new and original 
programming, we are looking to make All 4 a brand-of-choice, no longer just a catch-up service.

All 4 is not just a website or an app. It’s a Facebook page, a YouTube channel and whatever else 
comes our way. As such, what we do, where we do it, and how long we do it for is all up for grabs. 

Our original commissions are aimed primarily at a 16-24 British audience. We look for gutsy, 
entertaining, compelling pieces that talk to, and have something to say about, contemporary 
youth culture.

We are moving away from our previous approach of commissioning six-part series of shorts 
and becoming increasingly open-minded. We are focussed on finding big ideas and returnable 
formats that will help define the channel in viewers’ minds.

As a non-broadcast channel, available in multiple places, we can be flexible on duration, allowing 
you to finesse ideas to the needs of the narrative and platform, not just the time slot.

Those short in duration need to be simple formats that pack a punch of emotion, be it shocking 
or comforting, funny or inspiring. If pushed on social, how would the audience express their 
reaction?

Longer durations offer the chance to delve deeper into a subject matter, often with unprecedented 
access into a new world and with a strong narrative to carry the viewer through. Again, think 
about the emotional effect your ideas will elicit. 

The mode of viewing – on demand and on a multitude of devices – is important to remember. 
In a world of abundant choice, we need to grab the viewer’s attention with a strong title and an 
engaging image and we will look to proposals that lend themselves to that.

ALL 4
COMMISSIONING BRIEF



We have identified eight new strands that will help focus our commissioning going forward. 
Thematic in nature, they are designed to establish an audience expectation and drive return 
visits. Think of them as our new genres.

We will, of course, consider big, bold ideas that fall outside of these so please don’t hold back 
from bringing us your best.

OUR CORE
STRANDS



From the warm and fuzzy, to the shocking and titillating, 
this strand will explore how we might find love – what 
with all the rules, myths and peculiarities that dating 
now entails; how we might make love – in an ever-changing 
world of kinks and kicks; and how we might experience love 
– as attitudes to gender and sexuality become ever 
more fluid.

Think:
First Dates – Tofu – Sex Box – Naked Attraction – 
Threesome Dating – Seven Year Switch – 
The Undateables – Black Lesbian Handbook

NEW 
ROMANTICS
Modern love, in all its forms

For more, contact:
Pegah Farahmand and Todd Florance



A rich life isn’t just one that’s filled with money. For the 
most connected generation in history, the status is king: 
experience and well-being matter just as much. We want to 
open our minds to what it means to be wealthy: inspiring 
with stories of the young and successful; revelling in new 
and exciting experiences; and hunting out happiness in an 
age of social media. 

Think:
Made In Chelsea – My Mad Fat Diary – Walking The Nile – 
Rich Kids of Instagram – Travel Man – Shut Your Facebook

For more, contact:
Joshua Buckingham and Lizzy Keene

RICH KIDS
What it takes...and means...to have a rich life



This strand will celebrate those who see life as 
a never-ending playground. Whether they’re 
pushing their minds, their bodies, or mechanics to 
the extreme, their devil-may-care attitude teaches 
us to look beyond the traditional comforts and 
embrace every moment as an opportunity for 
challenge and adventure. 

Think:
Guy Martin – Urban Explorers – 
SAS: Who Dares Wins – Jackass – Over The Edge

BALLSY
Pushing life to the limits

For more, contact:
Thom Gulseven and Daisy Mount



A strand that plays to our voyeuristic instincts; 
always intrigued but never judgemental. A look 
at those individuals breaking from the norm and 
making extraordinary life choices; those with 
shocking characteristics, be it self-imposed or 
beyond their control; the world’s most unusual 
or extreme communities and tribes.

Think:
World of Weird – Bodyshockers – 
WTF is Cosplay – Tattoo Fixers – 
Secrets of the Living Dolls – My Weird Hobby

FREAKS & 
UNIQUES
Extraordinary people living unbelievable lives

For more, contact:
Pegah Farahmand and Todd Florance



We’re not here to break news, but we do want to 
react to it. This strand will offer fast turn-around, 
strong opinion and informative series – often with 
a comedic bent – that digest the topics of the 
day. Be it animation, talent-led, or an innovative 
format for the public to air their views, we’ll tackle 
mainstream news in fresh new ways, smash 
through the echo chamber and stimulate debate 
around those issues affecting young Brits from  
all backgrounds. 

Think:
Adam Hill’s Last Leg Rants – Gogglebox – 
10 O’Clock Live – Newswipe – Unreported World – 
The Colbert Report – GradeAUnderA

RANTS
A home for strong voices

For more, contact:
Joshua Buckingham and Lizzy Keene



Just as Walter Presents has made us a destination 
for foreign-language drama in the UK, we’re looking 
to champion a new form of story-telling on All 4: 
mid-form, millennial drama and comedy.  
Great writing, memorable characters and a strong 
narrative must be at the heart of your ideas.  
However, we see the new format (e.g 10 x 10 min 
episodes) as an opportunity to experiment with 
innovative production styles that learn from and 
embrace the grammars of the internet and  
modern technology.

MID-FORM 
SCRIPTED

For more, contact:
Pegah Farahmand and Todd Florance



Using music as a gateway, this strand will offer an 
alternative to the mainstream by bringing an alt-pop 
attitude to the wider world. This could be through new 
approaches to culturally important current affairs; 
championing new entertainment formats that recognise 
you can be bleeding edge cool and still have fun; or, in an 
age in which 5 years ago can feel like a lifetime, revelling 
in some more specialist recent nostalgia.

Think:
Four To The Floor – The Future Sound – 
Street Sound and Style – Music Nation

LEADING EDGE 
MUSIC & CULTURE
An alternative pop culture for a young alternative mainstream

For more, contact:
Thom Gulseven and Daisy Mount



This strand will build on our success with Mashed and 
broaden our scope from just video games to cover wider 
internet culture. Looking across the last 10 years, we will 
fondly (mis)remember the games and online pop culture of 
our youths through slightly more grown-up eyes; poke fun 
at contemporary culture with franchise mash-ups and pop-
culture parodies; and create talent-driven entertainment 
formats that embrace the fact that celebs are gamers, 
internet users and abusers, too.

Think:
Mashed – Two Players – Videogames Changed The World

GAMING &  
INTERNET CULTURE
A screwed-up view through the cracked prism of the internet

For more, contact:
Thom Gulseven and Daisy Mount



Our guide tariffs are:

Short-form (e.g. 3-5mins) – £1k per minute

Mid-form (e.g 10-20mins) – £2k per minute

We are, of course, willing to fund ambition and 
welcome you to submit those brand-defining 
ideas that might fall outside of these tariffs.

GUIDE
TARIFFS

Full deal terms will be shared during early stage discussions but in summary:

Asset
Producer owns the asset. C4 gets 3 year exclusive licence worldwide in all 
media save that linear broadcast right is limited to C4 (and its affiliates’) 
channels in the UK and Eire and subject to payment of repeat fees to the 
Producer. If C4 broadcasts the All 4 Originals on Channel 4 or More 4 within 
6 months and producer is a qualifying indie, terms change to Terms of Trade. 
After expiry of C4’s exclusive licence producer can exploit worldwide but 
C4 doesn’t have to take the All 4 Originals down or break any links. 50/50 
revenue share on direct transactional exploitation of the All 4 Originals and 
exploitation on linear television and SVOD (excluding on C4’s branded and 
affiliated television channels and digital platforms and services) in perpetuity. All 
advertising and sponsorship revenue remains the property of the exploiting party.

Format
Producer owns the format. Format is exclusive to C4 for first 12 months in 
UK and Eire. Producer can exploit format outside of UK and Eire after C4 has 
published all the All 4 Originals provided the title is distinctive from the UK 
version. From 12-24 months C4 has a first look to commission/fund further 
work based on the format in the UK and Eire and to acquire rights in changed 
format further works entering the UK and Eire. After 24 months producer 
exploitation of the format is unrestricted worldwide. Producer pays C4 a 50% 
revenue share from exploitation of the format (and any works based on the 
format) in perpetuity.

OUR DEAL 
TERMS



Joshua Buckingham Lizzy Keene
Commissioning Editor Editor
jbuckingham@channel4.co.uk lkeene@channel4.co.uk

Pegah Farahmand Todd Florance
Commissioning Editor Editor
pfarahmand@channel4.co.uk tflorance@channel4.co.uk

Thom Gulseven Daisy Mount
Commissioning Editor Editor
tgulseven@channel4.co.uk dmount@channel4.co.uk

Charlie Palmer James Barry
Managing Editor Team Assistant
cpalmer@channel4.co.uk jbarry@channel4.co.uk
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